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times in the evening,
just to check on how
I was doing.
And eight months lat
er, with my last
weekly appointment wi
th my physician in
the rear view mirror an
d my 20 weeks of
chemotherapy and 28
sessions of radiation
therapy a thing of the
past, I was ready to
look ahead.

A CAMPFIRE,
A FLY ROD,
AND THE FUT
URE

For too long beating ca
ncer was my only
mission, and I was str
uggling to do the
simple things in life
like cooking dinner,
working in the garden
, or just navigating
the stairs. The day my
treatment concluded
,
my first goal was to sto
p struggling to do
these simple things,
and perhaps renew my
enjoyment of them.
I am also fortunate to
serve as Director
of the Building Goodne
ss Foundation in
Charlottesville, bring
ing together skilled
volunteers from the co
nstruction trades
and our community to
build clinics, schools
,
shelters and other str
uctures for communities in need. We
work here in Central
Virginia, but have als
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d
and disaster-stricken
areas in the Gulf
Coast, Haiti and Guat
emala. It was also
time to bring my energ
y and full focus
back to this important
work.
Just when I thought th
e summer was set
with plenty of things
to accomplish, Vicky
Brunjes, an oncology
nurse in the cancer
center and coordinator
of the Cancer
Resource Center, stopp
ed me in the hallway
at Martha Jefferson du
ring one of my final
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visits. Her entire role
is to help
patients maintain a hig
h quality of life
during treatment, an
d I was happy
to have one more chan
ce to express
my appreciation for he
r heartfelt
assistance, and for the
overall support
provided by The Wome
n’s Committee
for cancer patients at
the hospital.
Vicky asked if I would
be interested
in taking an overnigh
t fishing trip
out on the Moorman’s
River with other
female cancer survivo
rs from Martha
Jefferson. I hadn’t fis
hed since I was a
kid, but more importa
ntly I couldn’t help
but be nervous about
going away for a
weekend with strange
rs…and staring at
a lot of short-haired
women around
a campfire.

During treatment, the outpouring of support
from family, friends and neighbors was
astounding. I was fortunate that someone close
to me assessed my needs – meals, childcare,
communications, transportation, and plain old
happiness and well-being – and coordinated a
support group to help me through the fight.
A group of nine people did a lot of little
things that added up to a near-miracle. Until
all of your energy is consumed, it is hard to
imagine how just a couple of meals a week,
organization of health updates and incoming
well wishes, and rides to and from treatment
can make such a dramatic difference. But
believe me, it does, and to these wonderful
women I owe a tremendous debt of gratitude.
If you know of someone undergoing
treatment for cancer, a little support can
go farther than you might know. Lend a hand,
cook a meal, offer a ride, or just ask what
you might be able to do to help.
A little goes an infinitely
long way.
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Organizers Hope
Spring Fly Fling Will
Gain Annual Support
Mark Andrews, founder and executive director
of Therapeutic Adventures in Charlottesville, helps
hundreds of people each year receive therapeutic
benefits from outdoor sports in the snow, water, and
wilderness. Fly fishing is one of the most successful programs, and the first-ever “Spring Fly Fling”
weekend retreat in April was designed specifically for
women who have received treatment at the Martha
Jefferson Cancer Care Center – at no cost
to participants.
Therapeutic Adventures was joined in support of
the retreat by Thomas Jefferson Trout Unlimited, Blue
Ridge Mountain Sports, The Women’s Committee of
Martha Jefferson Hospital, and numerous additional
sponsors and volunteers. After the success of the
inaugural Spring Fly Fling, the organizers hope to
make this an annual special event for women in our
community. If you would like more information on how
to support the Spring Fly Fling,
contact the Martha Jefferson
Hospital Foundation at
(434) 982-8258 today.
For further information on
Therapeutic Adventures, visit
www.therapueticadventures.org.
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But I agreed to go and a couple weeks later,
off I went. It was a quick trip out to White
Hall, and I was reminded how fast we can
lose ourselves in the beautiful wilderness
around here. I arrived after most of the
group, and women were already looking at
cabins and pairing up. It was a tremendous
relief when one of the women walked up to
me immediately, pulled off her hat, said “oh,
you’re about the same length as me,” and I
knew it was going to be alright.
Literally minutes after we were settled,
an amazing thing happened. There was no
need to break the ice with anyone on the
subject of cancer. Everyone already shared
a history. Everyone recognized what each
other had overcome. We got through the
cancer talk of “where are you now” and
“how are you doing” and moved on.
The power of nature hit me when I drove
up, the power of friends became apparent
as soon as I interacted with these women,
and the rest of the trip would reiterate for
me another important lesson. This lesson
would be the power of patience, and gave

me a new frame of reference as I prepare
for the years ahead.

PATIENCE IS MORE
THAN A VIRTUE
Suddenly, this group of grown women
felt like a bunch of kids on a field trip. We
were learning, singing, playing instruments,
laughing, and before I knew it I had a hawk
perched on my arm. The organizers of the
event knew that it would be a soul-building weekend. We had individually been
through so much, we all suddenly realized
how valuable it is to stop everything for a
few minutes and take in life. It’s something
that the organizers, Mark Andrews and
his wonderful volunteers at Therapeutic
Adventures, knew all along.
In the process of becoming an angler,
I once again became a student. I learned
to use and care for fragile and extremely
precise equipment. I honed a casting technique and apprenticed the art of fly tying.
The basics of aquatic entomology taught
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all reminded about the skills necessary to
leave no trace and stay safe in the outdoors.
Recalling my youth along the Mississippi
River, I remembered that fishing was my
first lesson in patience. And with fly rod
in hand, every time I let the line unfold,
my mind unfolded as well, allowing me to
appreciate all the experiences my life has
brought since last August. I thought to
myself, “like the line I have to give it time
to unfold, and see where it takes me.”
There was one other inspirational aspect
of the trip that came to me as I was waistdeep in the Moorman’s River. I was learning
something I can do in the future…two
weeks from now, two years from now, 20
years from now. I was back in the game,
and I was overcome with joy. I started
thinking about traveling to Minnesota to
go fishing. I wanted these women to come
back together again. My future was a
reality – is a reality – and there is no more
powerful feeling.

Before I left for the trip, I expected to
return home tired. But I was so happy and
refreshed that I spent a couple hours in the
garden and played baseball with my kids. I
was no longer doing what I should be doing.
I was living in the moment again.
While the cancer is gone, I will return to
Martha Jefferson in the months ahead for
two reconstructive surgeries. I have a lot
of check-ups in my future. The cancer may
return, and if it does, me and my family and
my team at Martha Jefferson will deal with
it. I’m very optimistic. n

A Conversation is
Just a Call Away
Do you have a question about cancer? The
Martha Jefferson Women’s Health Navigator
Program is here to help.
Ask about any topic: screenings, diagnoses,
second opinions, treatment options and technologies, clinical trials, support groups, free
support services, and more.
To learn more, visit www.mjhforwomen.org – or
call Health Connection at (434) 982-7009 or
toll-free at 1-888-652-6663. All calls are free
and confidential.
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